
Contents:

2 x Side Panels - 525x453mm

1 x Upper Shelf Panel - 1168x452mm

1 x Lower Shelf Panel - 1200x455mm

2 x Lower Upright Panels - 375x450cm

1 x Center Divider Panel - 1168x295mm

2 x Quarter Divider Panel - 1168x215mm

2 x Front/Back Panel - 1168x135mm

*Package may contain extra parts

Hardware (included)*: You will need:

Mobile Book Browser
Code: ERMBB
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46 x Camlocks 46 x Camlock
Fasteners

Short philips
head screwdriver

Drill With a philips 
screw head

16 x Screws 
15mm

6 x Lockable
Casters
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Begin by screwing all of the
Camlocks into the main pieces. 
Having all the Camlocks in 
will help in assembly - making 
sure everything is in the right 
position before you use the 
Camlock Fasteners.

Step

1
 

To start: Unpack contents and lay out on the floor. Identify all the parts and 
read  through instructions to familiarize yourself with the construction process.

Camlock

Camlock
Fasteners

CamLocks

TIP:
Always place the Camlock with the cross on the outside.
If the Fastener doesn’t seem to be going in all the way, then the
Camlock may need to be turned until it hooks the Fastener tip. 

Camlocks create a very simple
but strong joint. The Camlock 
Fastener drills into a pre-made
plastic sleeve in the panel. The
joining panel will have two holes: 
one for the Fastener to slide into 
and another for the Camlock to
spin into and lock the tip of the
Fastener. The more the Camlock
is turned the tighter its grip on
the Fastener.     

24 x CamLocks 
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TIP:
The easiest way to build the unit is on its’ side. 
It also allows for easy access to all CamLocks before standing it upright.



Start with the Upper Shelf
Panel          . 
Keeping the Upper Shelf upright
so as not to damage the Camlocks
on the underside, secure each
Front/Back Panel          and Divider
Panels           &        , one at a time 
with Camlock Fasteners.

12 x CamLock
Fasteners

10 x CamLock
Fasteners
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Lay Down
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Secure the Side Panel          to
one side of the dividers section. 
Secure the Side Panel in place
with Camlocks.
Once the panel is in place tip the 
unit on its side to allow for easy 
connection of the remaining 
panels. 

1

TIP:
Because of the tight space between each divider it is easier
secure one panel at a time, allowing room to get to the Camlocks
easily. Note: the last panel         will need a short screwdriver to get 
to the Camlock.

Note: 
You will need a Short
Screwdriver to get 
to the Camlocks.
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16 x CamLock
Fasteners

8 x CamLock
Fasteners

6 x Casters

Step

6

Step

5

Step

4
Connect the 2 Upright Panels          
onto the underside of the unit. 
Secure with Camlock Fasteners.

4

Screw in the Casters to each 
corner of the Base, allowing for 
about a 1 cm of space to each
edge.  Then turn unit upright.

Secure the Base Panel          onto
the unit and tighten with 
Camlock Fasteners.
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16 x Screws 
15mm
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TIP:
Lock the Casters before
you turn the unit
upright to avoid
the unit rolling as
you lift. 


